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Q: Bash: How to run a script only once and auto-run
after reboot I have a script that I want to run only

once upon a reboot, and then run on future reboots,
much like hot. How can I achieve this? I've tried

using cron, but this does not work if the system is
offline for some time. I was considering using a cron
job for the once-upon-a-reboot task, and have the
script write out a timestamp in the log file with the
cron job. Then when the system comes back online,
the cron job will automatically run my script, but I'm

not sure if this is the best way to do it. A: This
example depends on a runnable copy of your script
on the the system Run the script one time manually
and check its output #!/bin/bash # check if already
executed if [ -f /tmp/script.log ] then # it is already
run if [ "$1" == "0" ] # print the script has run once
> /tmp/script.log echo "Script run once." else # the
script has run more than once echo "Script has run
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more than once" fi else # print no duplicate run cat
/tmp/script.log echo "No duplicate run." # set

execution time ./my.sh 0 fi Save the script, use
crontab to run your script daily or weekly

#!/bin/bash # check if already executed if [ -f
/tmp/script.log ] then # it is already run if [ "$1" ==

"0" ] # print the script has run once >
/tmp/script.log echo "Script run once." else # the

script has run more than once
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is able to think outside of themselves then what
would they define tao as? Is there any possible 6
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